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In this paper, we develop an anti-sway control m proposed teehmques for an ATC system 

The developed algorithm is to budd the optimal path of container motion and to calculate an 

antl-colhsmn path for colhslon avoidance m its movement to the finial coordinate Moreover, 

in order to show the effectiveness m this resealch, we compared NNP PID control[er to be 

tuning parameters of controller using NN with 2 DOF PID controller The mmulatlon and 

experimental results show that the proposed control scheme guarantees peiformances, trolley 

position, sway angle and setthng time m NNP PID controller than other controller As the 

results m this paper, the application ofNNP PID controller is analyzed to have robustness abotlt 

disturbance which is wand of fixed pattern in the yard. Accordingly, the proposed algorithm m 

this study can be readily used for indusmal  apphcatmns 
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Pre&ctlve Control, NN Auto Tuner, Anti-Sway Control, Colhsmu Avoidance 
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1. Introduct ion  

During 1996, The Center of Transport Tech- 

nology (CTT) has initiated the FAMAS (First, 

All Modes, All sizes) program The goal of the 

program ~s to develop a new generation of con- 

tamer terminals capable to handle all modalmes 

of transshipment of all container sizes with an 

equal service level This concerns all modalmes, 
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including the coming Jumbo Container Vessel 

with a capacity of eight to ten thousand TEU 

(Twenty-foot Equivalent Umt) Moreover the 

increase of quantity of goods transport has also 

expected Super Post-Panamax Vessel to appear 

and the growth of international container trans- 

port has also led to increase demands for quay 

and terminal capacity m ports all over the world 

To execute this program a consortmm has been 

formed by several major, transport related com- 

panies hke ECT, Siemens Nederland, Nelcon and 

The Delft Umversaty of Technology (Klaassens et 

al ,  1999) 

To accomphsh the goal of the program, a high- 

ly automated terminal has to be developed Al- 

though, robotizmg is not  tile main goal of the pro- 

gram, ~t is the opinion that handhng containers 
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with a throughput of  500,000 TEU a year or 

more can only be done economically and effici- 

ently by robotizing stacking and terminal trans- 

port, The program is subdivided into several pro- 

jects, where New Terminal Control (NewCon),  

Jumbo Container Crane (JCC) and Automated 

Guided Vehicles (AGV) are the most important 

projects. New technologies will be developed 

or enhanced like anti-sway controllers, stacking 

algorithms, AGV control and terminal informa- 

tion techniques. Moreover the researches for new 

automatic container terminal in many countries 

make effort to reduce costs of port transporta- 

tion. That is, the demands made on container 

handling in international seaports are continu- 

ously increasing, because both the capacity of  the 

vessels is increasing, and the service time of con- 

tainer vessels should be decreasing. In order to 

minimize this service time a new generation of 

Ihe so-called Jumbo Container Cranes will be 

developed. 

In the last decade, we have seen an increase in 

complexity of the technical systems, especially in 

the introduction of  semi-automated systems. Rot- 

terdam's ECT terminal has been leading in this 

respect with the introduction of an AGV and an 

ASC at the former Delta-Sealand Terminal in 

1992. An automated transfer crane (ATC) con- 

trol system is required with highest productivity. 

This tendency may also show the optimal way to 

solve the employment problems, the cost saving 

problems and the improvement of efficiency in 

port systems (Sakawa and Shindo, 1982). 

To consider nonlinear elements of an ATC, 

we are to design a controller for crane automatic 

position and anti-sway, in these points, PID con- 

troller has been widely used in actual industry 
because of its convenience and ordinary usage 

for user. As transfer crane has lots of dynamic 

characteristics, PID parameters must be changed 

in varying conditions automatically. Therefore 

this paper presents a control system for this gen- 

eration of an ATC using neural network (NN) 

which is one of robust intelligent control theory 

about nonlinearity, Especially, the proposed pre- 

dictive control system in this paper is composed 

of  three components;  i) neural network predic- 
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tor (NNP),  it) PID controller and iii) NN auto 

tuner, Moreover we should present an ATC sys- 

tem with anti-sway control expressed by three 

techniques above and construct the proposed con- 

troller in online manner. The simulation and ex- 

perimental results arc shown that the developed 

controller for an ATC system has better driving 

performances and anti-sway than a conventional 

PID controller. 

2. Model ing of an Automated 

Transfer  Crane 

2.1 General ized coordinates of  an ATC 

In this paper, we assume that the considered 

overhead crane system is satisfied with the fol- 

lowing conditions : 

(1) A transfer crane supposes that do only 

plane moment, that is, the sway of container sup- 

poses that happen in plane made by transfer di- 

rection and container of trolley. 

(2) Elastic deformation of a transfer crane 

construction is very small value. 

(3) Attenuate influence that is happened in 

frictional resistance or drive mechanism is micros- 

copic. 
(4) The container has hanged down in rope 

that there is no mass. 

Figure 1 shows the coordinate systems of a 

overhead crane and its load. In Fig. 1, X Y Z  is 
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the fixed coordinate system and xryrzz is the 

trolley coordinate system which moves with the 

trolley The origin of the trolley coordinate sys- 

tem ~s (x, y, 0) m the fixed coordinate system 

Each axm of the trolley coordinate system is par- 

allel to the counterpart of the fixed coordinate 

system 0 is the swing angle of the load an an arbi- 

trary direction in space and has two components, 

1 , e ,  O= (~x, Oy)T, where 0~ 1S the swing angle 

projected on the xrzr plane and Oy is the swing 

angle measured from the xrzr plane 

The position of the load (xrn, Ym, z~,,) m the 

fixed coordmate system is given by 

xm--x+ t sm Ox cos t?y (1) 

y,~ = y  + l s in  Oy (2) 

z , ,=  - l cos & cos 0, (3) 

where 1 Js the rope length The purpose of this 

research is to control the motion of both crane 

and its load 

Hence x, y, l, and 0 are defined as the gener- 

ahzed coordinates to describe the motion 

U2m 2 �9 2 =xmWymWzm 
= x ~ + y 2 +  12+ l~0~ cos 20y+ l~O~ 

+ 2 (l Sin 0x COS Oy+ lOx COS Ox COS 0, (6) 

-- lOy s in  0~ s in  0y) x 

+2  (l  sin 0 , +  lO, cos 0,) y 

Also, Raylelgh's dissipation function IS described 

as follows 

=12 (D~22 + D~,92 + D j  ~) (7) D 

where D~, Dy, and Dt denote the viscous dam- 

ping coefficmnts associated with the x, y, and l 

motions, respectweiy Then, the equatmn of mo- 

tmn of a transfer crane system are obtained by 

Lagrange's equatmns associated with the gener- 

ahzed coordinate, q = (x, y, l, 0~, 0y)r 

For small swing, s in 0x-~0x, sm Oy~-Oy, cos 

Ox-~. 1, and cos 0y~ 1 In this case, the high order 

terms an the nonhnear model can be neglected 

wtth the trigonometric functions approximated 

Then the nonhnear model fm an ATC system is 

s,mpllfied to be the hnearlzed model as follows 

(Mx + m) x + mlOx+ O~c =f~ (8) 

2.2 Dynamic equation of an ATC system 

In th~s sectmn, Lee (I997, 1998) reported res- 

ults that the equations of motion of an overhead 

crane system are derived using Lagrange's equa- 

tion (Furuta, 1980) Especially, in this resealch, 

the load Is considered as a point mass, and the 

mass and stiffness of the rope are also neglected 

The klneuc energy of the overhead crane and 

its load K and the potential energy of the load P 

are given as follows 

K=12 (M~x2+MyP~+MdZ) 1 2 +~mv~. (4) 

P =  reel (1 - cos Ox cos Oy) (5) 

where Mx, My, and M~ are the x (travehng), 

y (traversing), and l (hoisting) components of 

the transfer crane mass and the eqmvalent masses 
of the rotating parts such as motors and their 

drive trams, respecuvely m is the load mass, g xs 

the gravitational acceleratmn, and v,~ denotes the 

load speed defined by 

(My+m)p+mlOy+Dyy- f y  (9) 

(M~ + m)  ~'+ D,I - m g - f ~  ( 1 o) 

lOx+x +gO~--O (11) 

tOy+y+gOy=O (12) 

where fx, fy, and fL are the driving forces for the 

x, y, and t motions, respecuvely In practice, the 

maximum acceleration of an overhead crane is 

much smaller than the gravitational aceelerauon, 

and the rope length [ ,s kept constant or slowly 

varying while the cranes are in motion In this 

crane system, the object to be controlled is the 

trolley posmon, the wire lope length, and the load 

swing angle Also, this hneanzed dynamic model 

consists of the travel dynamms Eqs (8) and (1 | ) ,  

the traverse dynamics Eqs (9) and (12), and the 

independent load hosting dynamics Eq (10) The 

travel and traverse dynamms are decoupled and 

symmetric, which means that the control of a 

three dimensional overhead crane ts transformed 

into that of two independent two-dlmensmnal 
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transfer cranes having the same load hoisting 

dynamics. 

3. Path Planning Method 
of an ATC System 

3.1 Problem statement of  path planning for 

an ATC system 

In case that an ATC system transport con- 

tainers in yard, it can be distributed into 5 actua- 

tion varieties as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, 

the section AB exists an only perpendicular mo- 

tion or hoist to B point and has the maximum 

perpendicular velocity, the section BC increases 

maximally when the velocity of trolley is 0. The 

other hand, the velocity of hoist decreases maxi- 

mum to min imum Also, a swing angle of an 

ATC system may be 0 at the point C as possible 

as one can. The swing angle in the section CD 

exists small and the maximum horizontal moving 

o:f trolley exists only. Finally, the section DC and 

EF have the reverse action between the section 

AB and BC, respectively. 

In this paper, we shall propose the optimal 

path moving method in order to solving the path 

moving problem of trolley in a~ ATC system. 

Therefore the technique development for inves- 

tigating the moving paths is required to many 

researehes in order to improve work ability of 

an ATC system and prevent .a loading container 

fiom collision in yard. To assign the optimal path 

for container moving in this �9 we propose 

an effective search algorithm for collision avoid- 

ance path which connect both the incoming posi- 

tion A of containers and the outgoing position F 

�9 ~ .. ~<~ ~ 

.,, ~ ~ ~ . ~ . . .  ~ ~,:~o,,,, 7{4 

_ ' ~ "  . . . . . . . .  Z . . ~ ~ + . ~ ; . . . . : : . : = ~ ,  ,~< ::.;: ; ~ _ _ _  

Fig. 2 Each transportation path of an ATC 

and develop the ~racking of assigned collision 

avoidance path and the predictive moving algo- 

rithm for transporting containers in the minimum 

time simultaneously (Sohn et al., 2003a ; 2003b). 

3,2 A path search and minimum distance 

calculation for moving an ATC 

In this paper, the containers are divided into 

lattice format of a rectangular parallelepiped as 

size and configuration of theirs, and each unit- 

lattice is composed by the characteristic coor- 

dinates (X~, Yz) as shown ht Fig. 3. Then we 

will execute the modeling in free space with re- 

spect to apply the concept of configuration space 

based on the distributive map of containers, and 

then calculate an anti-collision path to be not 

occurred during the moving motion of container 

to apply the optimal best-first search method for 

searching the optimal path. Therefore the anti- 

i ~',. ,' iI ", : 

c 7  cs i  ; - i  , , 

....  :ZSk..I ,>:, f 

",</i 

', ~l,;e~ .:.,;,ntal el !:!i] : < :,~t-~in~, [r :,rail,', [.il 71",~? st, ace ~or arm..~',,iisic r 

Fig. 3 An imaginary, transportation path and an 

ATC profile 

,~z/'e sv*Tce "<': . ,~ct o , y  

N , ,  . 

t h ~  t~s(' i~&'h ~ar~ ~ ]  : 8o , l ts iaer  5iofi~e 

Fig. 4 The path search of reference trajectory for an 

A r C  profile 
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colhsmn path expresses the knot point located m 

the conveyance path of container, and then each 

cross point also represents the reference point of 

umt-lattlce as shown m Fig 4 

To apply a yard map concept, the method for 

searching the path, which does not happen to 

cothslon between a carried container and various 

equipments, is summarized as follows 

(1) First, we must frame the yard map to in- 

dicate various avoidance distributions in yard 

Therefore we use 2-d~mensmnal lattices of a 

right-angle hexahedron in order to draw the yard 

map Each lattice is used to specify proper ad- 

dresses, t e ,  the addiess (X,, Y~) ~s defined by 

the z-th address x, on x-axis and the }-th address 

y~ on y axis 

(2) To apply configuration space techmque, 

which that the container is described as one point 

through the extensmn of container size for mov- 

ing around a cmrymg container expressed in the 

yard map, we reframes the yard map rote search 

space constructmn 

(3) We apply an optimal method for searching 

anti colhslon path in yard space In this paper, 

we select the optimal method for tracking the 

reference point based on experience mformatton 

among available search methods 

To tlack the reference point effectively using 

Best-first search method (Sohn, 2003a), we first 

decide the evaluation function as follows 

F=a~d~+a2&+a~d~ (13) 

where a , ( ~ = l ,  2, 3) are weight values In this 

paper, the coordinate point of container profile 

could be set as shown Table 1 

(~) da It is defined by value that reflects the 

~ ' Y - p l a n e  upper from removable contrgmty node 

t to goal node G 

d , - v / ( x c - x t ) 2 +  (yc--y t )  ~ (14) 

(~) d~ II Is defiued by the orthogonal distance 

to line segment that connects the stair node ~q' and 

the goal node G m conngmty node t projected 

X Y - p l a n e  upper to altitude as follows 

Table 1 The declsmn parameters of evaluauon 
funetmn 

Notatlons Descriptions 

Xs, Ys Start node coordinate value 

xc, Yc Goal node of container coordinate value 

Xn, y~ Standard coordinate value of current node 

�9 ~, yt Conngmty node from current node 

xm yp Standard node value 

d z -  l axt + byt + c l ( t 5 )  

da2~- b 2 + c 2 

Where the equation of straight hne ~s given by 

ax + by + c=O 

a - - y c - y s ,  b = x s - x a  (16) 

c- -  (xc--xs)  Ys -- (Yc-- Ys) Xs 

(~) d3 The equauon of straight hne L1 and L2 

is defined by 

x- -xp  y 2 - y p = z - - z p = ~  
L l  ~ m~ nx 

x x p _ y y _ - y p = z - z p = ~  
L~ ~ mz n2 

(17) 

where 

ll=~n--Xp, t l~Xt--Xn 

ml--y~--yp,  m2=yt - -yn  

th=Zn--Zp, n2=2t--Zn 

(18) 

Then an angle da is replesented by 

cos da-- ttt2+~ntrnz+nln~ (19) 
t,]. ~ - ~ t t ,  l -1 f t ,  l. g t,2 7 -  7u I u  

The ann-eolhslon path IS specified by the selec- 

tion of weight values at, a2, and tz3 used m Eq 

(13), then we can search for the value of evalua- 

non  function that can be optimal path The terms 

all, d2, and da in Eq (13) are to gualantee ap- 

proachabihty for searching the goal node, to be 

not eacape from ~tralght llne b,tweer~ s t a r t  point 

and goal point, and to select that the variant of 

direction angle of straight line to be connected by 

the created nodes, respectively 
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4. Design of Neural  Network 
Predictive PID Controller 

4.1 2 DOF PID controller 

In this paper, we will compose PID controller 

with 2 DOF that contains feedback type as shown 

in Fig. 5. This controller is very good effecti- 

veness not only the estimation performance of 

fixing value but also the removal ability of dis- 
turbance. Therefore we study the problems to 

apply the position of  an ATC and the anti-sway 

control of load. 

First, the controller output U(s)  in Fig. 5 is 
described by : 

(aK~+~Kes) Y(s) 

where K~, K~, and Ka are gains of PID control- 
ler, respectively, the goal position and the swing 

angle of  load is set by Y ( s ) ,  and the parameters 

~' and fl derive from the transformation of  PID 

controller for various types. Moreover the neces- 

sary parameters for PID controller given by Eq. 

2 DO_F P I D  C o ~ r o U e r  

I 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i I 

Fig. 5 PID controller with 2 DOF for an ATC 

(20) is computed by NN auto tuning, and then 
the position error, length error of rope, and swing 

error are composed by the estimations of  15 para- 

meters, respectively. The disturbance D (s) is also 

considered by a strong wind of regular period at 

all times as follows: 

F ,o=h(3  sin o~t+7 sin 2c0t 
+5  sin 3cot + 4  sin4~0t) (21) 

where co is fundamental frequency of  wind and p 
is wind magnitude. 

4.2 Neural network modeling and predictive 
system 

NNP system is composed of predictive system 

based on the present input/out information which 

is learned by executing the modeling learning 

about plant. The block diagram of neural net- 

work modeling learning and the proposed struc- 

ture of  2 step NNP are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, 
respectively. In Fig. 7, the control parameter is the 

u(t~ 

r- ........... 

! :!TI. 
i A ' I ' C M o d e |  ~ - - -  ~'i~) 

Fig. 6 Modeling of neural network 

I 

�9 ~ \ \  * . y ~ C p 2 J T " : " ~ - . . \ \  , 

Neura | Nt~.  ~rk Prealc~ r I N e ~ |  Nltw~rk Predic~r  2 

Fig. 7 Structure of neural network predictors 
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Table 2 The identification parameters for neural network modeling 

i Parts of trolley position 

Pattern number / 600 

[ Input namber . l 40 

Hidden number 6 Node number 

Output number 

Learning ratio 

Moment factor 

Input parameters 

0.09 
I 

0.03 

u(t),  u ( t - t ) ,  ~ ( t ) , 2 ( t  ~) 

Parts of swing angle 

600 

0.09 

0.03 

u(~), u ( t - l ) ,  :~(t),.f(t ~) 

position and angle of trolley. Also, the predictive 

output get using two NN predictors and the struc- 

ture consists of 2 step predictor and the identific 

ation parameters for NN modeling is described by 

Table 2. 

4.3 N e u r a l  ne twork  predict ive  P I D  contro l -  

ler 

In this paper, we will propose the design resuhs 

for P1D controller to have ability to eliminate the 

disturbance and the performance to pursuer a 

target in order to control the stacking an ATC 

system�9 The proposed NNP PID control system is 

shown in Fig. 8. in this figure, the system config- 

uration is composed or 3 parts; i) Neural net- 

work predictor, ii) Neural network attto tuner, 

iii) PID controller�9 Neural network predictor can 

estimate the future output from the input infor- 

mation of current input/output of plant, and then 

NN auto tuner in order to compensate errors be- 

tween the calculated predictive output and current 

output of plant computers parameters of control- 

ler through on-Iine learning scheme. Also, we 

used PID controller used to an industrial fields 

widely�9 
In general, PID controller is known that this 

controller to have a simple structure is easily 

realized by linear controller and should be ensure 

robustness certainly, however the actuate point of 

control system to require adaptiveness can not be 

sufticient control performances. To overcome this 

problem, we will compute parameters of PID 

controller using NN auto tuner and the structure 

of NN auto tu]mr is shown in Fig. 9. Here we 

7 Illst~lrlmnec 

- -  , . ,~[t ,~ �9 (?Olllrld~er ~ . . . .  i 

�9 .. , i / i  " /  ~" ~ "~ ' " 

I~ NN ., '~lu y ] ' ,  
--.,,,'. ' ~ ' I~ I'onee 

T I -~  NN I)r<'dicbnr 
~(~I~QI I 

, 1 
c . . . � 9  v~ 

Fig. 8 A block diagram of'neural network predlctive 

PID controller 

~ : ,  . . . . . . .  i t )  I t :  

% ,.,,~,. fr} 

Fig. 9 

' ": It 

" } I" 

�9 , It 

" i" ~ 

Neural network auto tuner 

I<j ;.,,mL.~ 

g d - . . .  r 

use the momentum back propagation learning 

method and the input layer vector is composed 

of the error, the deviation of error, the predictive 

position of trolley, and an angle output and 

desired value. The activation functions of both 
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hidden and output layers are sigmoid and linear 

function, respectively. Learning rate and momen- 
tum constant of tuner is set to 0.9 and 0.5, respec- 

tively. Moreover all weights are set initially 0.5 to 

be chosen by trial and error. 

In addition, we used NN algorithm to tune the 

parameters of PID control in online manners. The 

discrete time version of  input of NNP PID con- 

troller is represented as follows: 

u(t)={(~ a,)k~_o(e(t) e~(t-1))+k,_~e/t) 
+ (l-~o) ke)(e~(t)-2ep(t- 1) + e~(t-2))} 
+{(I a~)k~_~(e(t)-e~(t ))+kc.e~(t) 
+(I-,5~)&~(e~(t) 2e~(t l)+e.(t 2))} 
+{(~ a~)&:(e(t)-e~(t l))+kc,e/t) 
+(1 ~)ka_~(e~(t) 2e~(t l)+e,(t-2))} 
-{ a~k,_/~.,(t) -s , ( t - , )  ) 
+[J,&,(y/t)-2y, (t-l)+yo(t-2))} 

{ a~k~_.(y~(t) -yo(t-l) ) 
+Lka.(y~(t)-2y~(t-1) +y~(/-2))} 
-{mk~j(y~(t) -y~(l-l)) 
+l~tka_t(yt(t) -2ye(t-I)-I-y,(/-2)) } 

(22) 

where e=[ep( t )  e~(t) e,(t) ] r and the para- 

meters given by Eq. (22) are shortly described 

as the subscripts of parameters shown in Fig. 9. 

For simplicity, note that ep ,,o~a~o,(t), (?lJ-angle 
(t) and ep ~,eth(t) are expressed by e , ( t ) ,  ea 
(t) and e,( t) ,  respectively. 

Also, the disturbance is used in Eq. (21) and 
the estimation function is used error function 

using the following equations 

1 
E = - } [ y a  po, a,o, (t) --x (t) j2 

E 1 ]z = T { 0 ~  ~.~,~(t) - 0 (t) 

E'  1 =TEYa  ,..g~ ( t ) - f ( t ) ]  ~ 

(23) 

Error function E in Eq. (23) can be minimized 
by adjusting weight values. Note that it finds 
minimum of error function by the gradient de- 

scent, Based on the gradient descent method, 

both output layer and hidden layer are described 
by:  

OE A Wjk (t) = - 22 ~ ,  + E A  Wj~ ( t -  I) 

(24) 
E8 

A W~j(t) - ~ OW~j +eAW,  j ( t - 1 )  

where r/ and e are the learning rate and mo- 

mentum constant, respectively. Then the error 

signal of output layer is given by (Choi, 2001) 

OE 
Onetk 

~?E Oy(t+l)  Ou(t) O0(k) (25) 

3 y ( t +  I) Ou(t) O(k) 8net~ 

where 

net~ = ~ WjkOj + & (26) 
J 

Ops(le) =fa(netps) =f~(~wsios) (27) 

Then, using the chain rule, the update weights 

between hidden layer and output layer is cal- 

culated by : 

A W ~ ( t +  i) =~]~kOj+eAWjk(t) (28) 

Note that the error signals of  each node for out- 

put layer, the Jacobian of  system, and the deri- 

vative equation of output layer for each NN node 

are described by our previous researches, respec- 
tively (Werbos, 1992). 

5. Numerica l  S imulat ions  

To evaluate the NNP PID controller proposed 
in this paper, we execute numerical simulation 

about an ATC model and describe the relative 
analysis for the position of container, sway con- 
trol, and the load variation for disturbance and 
container using PID controller and NNP PID 

controller. The considered ATC system is shown 

,,: ~,i # , ~ =  . . . . .  i .=, i . ; .7  ~ ,, i 
�9 ~,. , ' i ;  , 4  

; f  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Fig, 10 The structure of an ATC system 
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in Fig. 10 and the numerical parameters for com- 

puter simulation are shown in Table 3. The NN 

modeling for composing the proposed NNP PID 

controller is each 3rd floor structure and each 

node of input layer, hidden layer, and output 

layer for NNP PID controller is 4, 6, and 1, and 

each node of auto--tuner of NN is also 9, 21, and 

15, respectively, 

Table 3 Numerical parameters lbr an ATC 

Parameters Values 

Gravity acceleration , 9.8 [m/s='.] 

Trolley load 4.2 [kgl 

Containm load i 10 ikg] 

in Fig. 11, we describe the response charac- 

teristics for PID and NNP PID controllers when 

the weight of container for ,an ATC is l0 [kgl. 

Then {he main characteristics of each item tbr 

PID and NNP PID controllers are compared with 

Table 4, respectively. 

Moreover, in order to evaluate robustness and 

stability of an AT(7 system, we analyze the re- 

sponse characteristics of PID and NNP PID 
controllers as shown in Fig. 12. In this figure, 

the weight of container increases about 15 Ikgl 

and the disturbance is added by an initial state 

of disturbance. In vhese cases, the main charac- 

teristics o(" each item for PID and NNP PID 

controllers are compared with Table 5, ,espec- 

tively. 

(a) Trolley position t'Ol PID 

t 
iJ 

i: 
i 

' i! 

[ 

f / 

(b) Trolley position for NNP PID 

'![, 

!iiiii,", . . . . .  

(c) Angle tar P1D lld:' Angle for NNP PID 
Fig. 11 Rsponsc characteristics of PID and NNP PID 

Table 4 Comparison of PID and NNP PID controllers l%r an AT(7 

:! Response/ characteristics 

Position control I Position senling time [sec] 

] Swing angle [degrcc] 
Swing comrol 

[_ Swing settling time Isec] 
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I PID controller 

975 

--0.2745 -0.5244 

I4.25 

NNP P[D controller 

I1.25 

--0.1455~0.2677 

II .25 
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, .o,  
�9 ~ . ~  Trol ley P<~i~ ien{m I 

j W i r e  Lege Position[m] 

,~ . . .  Tf,Olley gelo,3ily [ m/,s,~c ] 

,? ;. 

(a) Trolley position for PID 

j Trolley P o s i l i o n  [ m ] 

. . . . .  

/ Wire L o p e  Po~illon [ m ] 

...~ Trolley Veloui|y[m/sec] 

(b) Trolley position for NNP PID 

(c) Angle for PID (d) Angle for NNP PID 

Fig. 12 Response characteristics of PID and NNP PID [or disturbance (a wind force) 

Table 5 Comparison of PID and NNP PID controllers for an ATC about disturbance 

Response characteristics 

Position control 
Position settling time [secl 

Position error [m] 

P1D 

10.9 

0.001936--0.007801 

NNP PID 

10,75 

0.000638--0.002043 

Swing angle [degree] --0.2675--0.51804 0.1186-0.31293 
Swing control 

Amplitude of swing angle [degree] -0,02856--0.01988 0.02817--0.01163 

6. Experimental Results 

6.1 System eonfiguration of an ATC 

The structure of an ATC simulator manufac- 

tured in this paper is shown in Fig. 13. The 

magnitude of an ATC simulator and the volume 

of a container are W 3 5 8 0 x D 5 4 0 m m •  

mm and W600 •  • HI30  ram, respectively. 

Moreover the schematic diagram for experi- 

ment is also shown in Fig. 14 and the manufac- 

tured ATC system is composed of four parts;  

i) control part, ii) driving part, iii) communi- 

cation part, and iv) sensor part. In this system, 

since the information of driving error is trans- 

mitted to DSP through RS232 communication, it 

can be exchanged with the information for dri- 

Copyright (C) 2005 NuriMedia Co., Ltd. 

Fig. 13 Structure of an ATC simulator system 

ving controller and composed of generating the 

driving signals of each motor by receiving enco- 

der datum such as control algorithm in DSP, the 
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Fig, 14 Schematic diagram of an ATC System 

distance and position between trolley and hoist of 

an ATC system, etc. 

As we observe the motion process of automatic 

driving control for an ATC system shown in Fig. 

14, we estimate an anti sway angle and position 

using potentiometer and encoder, respectively. 

Furthermore we can compute a control input 

form the estimate value to be inputted from PC, 

and then the velocity command of motor is given 

by the control input calculated through DSP. 

6.2 L e a r n i n g  and tes t  o f  N N  m o d e l  for an 

ATe  s y s t e m  

NN tuner shown in Fig. 9 is tuned by eq. (28) 

on the one step and by online�9 However the tuner 

was tuned enough to satisfy the following condi- 

tion without the actual plant by using NN mo- 

dels in order to avoid an initial damage at the 

tuner applying. The parameters of NN tuner 

such as weights were memorized whenever si- 

mulations and experiments were performed�9 Then 

the parameters of NN tuner are also specified as 

follows : 

(i) Learning Rate: 0.9 

(~) Momentum Rate: 0.5 

(~) No. Inputs: 15 

@ Hidden Layer Size: 38 

@ No. Outputs: 15 

In an initial tuning work without plant, the 

parameters of NN models that are used identifiers 
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Fig. 15 "['raining data for NN angle mode[ 

n j . .  

[' I000 2000 ~UO a900 5301? "~OOO 7000 OOOg NOO0 10000 
Data  No.  ll)! 

~. . F 2~xN0 c v l  .a i i i , i 
~oo ooo one aeoo sooo 60o0 7000 8000 9000 ~oooo 

D a ~  N o  

Fig. 16 Training data for NN position model 

and system predictor for the sway and trolley 

driving are given by 

(~) No. Delayed Plant Inputs �9 3 
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~) No. Delayed Plant Outputs : 8 

~) Hidden Layer Size: 38  

@ Training samples: 10000 

(~) Epochs : 50 

NN learning samples and its results of identifi- 
cation of angle and position model are shown as 

Figs. 15 and 16, respectively. In the case of NN 

model for the position of trolley used the lear- 

ning, the learning is not performed well. Therefore 

the position of NN model is learned by trolley 

speed with integrator. Furthermore the test results 
for both of  NN models are shown as Figs. 17 and 

18, respectively. Errors between the model and 
plant are less than 10 _6 , 

Input 

'i l ........... i 
. I O  

0 2 0  40  

~, / 0  .7 E r r o r  
4 

O 

0 20 40 
T~mc{seel 

Fig. 17 

Planl Output 

0 20  40  

i N N  O u t p u t  

-a L____.J 
0 20  40  

Time[secl 

Test result of NN angle model 

10 h l p u t  

- 5  

- 1 0  
0 20  40  

lg  "7 E r r o r  
l O  

5 

Fig. 18 

2O 40 

Time[sec] 

Plant Output i:1ol 
-1  

2 ..... . . 
0 20 40 

N N  OutptH l ! 1 

~  -tj 

n 2o 40 

Time[secl 

Test result of NN speed model before its 
integrated distance model 

.L, 

(a) Trolley position for PID 

, q 

. . . . . . .  i 

(c) Angle for PID 

(b) Trolley position for NNP PID 

s 

. . . .  ~§ 

(d) Angle for NNP PID 

Fig. 19 Experimental results with response characteristics of PID and NNP PID 
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6.3 The realizations of PID and NNP PID 

controllers for an A T C  system 

Figure 19 shows the experimental  results with 

response characteristics of  PID and N N P  PID 

controllers when the weight of  container for an 

ATC is 10 [kg]. Here, when the final target posi-  

tion and the initial angle of  an A T C  set up 1.5 [ml 

and 0 [degreel ,  respectively, we experiment  on 

the estimate state to the target posit ion 1.5 [ml of  

trolley. Moreover  the main characteristics of  each 

item for PID and N N P  PID controllers are 

compared with Table 6, respectively, 

Fur thermore  we show the response charac- 

teristics of  PID and N N P  PID controllers as 

"Fable 6 Comparison of PID and NNP PID controllers for an AT(? 

Response characteristics 

Posilion ! 
J 

control 

Position settling time [sccl 

PID 

9.4 

Swing control 

Position error ~m] ': 0.0077 
i 

' Swing angle [degree] i 

i Amplitude of swing angle Idegreel i 
- -  1.0845-- 1.1655 

--0~0675~0.4905 

NNP PID 

9.4 

--0.0032 

0.8464~ 1.6284 

0.046~ 0.4142 

Table 7 

Response characteristics 

Position settling time [secl 
Position cor~trol 

Position error [ m l  

Swing angle ~degreel 
Swing control 

Amplitude of swing 'angle [degreel 

Comparison of PID and NNP PID controllers for an ATC about dislurbance 

PID 

14.95 

0,005785 

1.6704~ 1.7302 

0.3376~ 0.2994 

NNP PID 

14.20 

0.004992 

- -  1.4896~ 1,7248 

--0.3430--0.2450 

. .1~ Dolle~ Po~itlon[m] 

.! 

PO'SiIior/[ It~ 1 

-'---._.~. �9 "fr~,.~ voo<~rlm/=ecl 

('<0 TroIIe)position for PID 

S Trolloy Posmolqml 

/ 
/ 

�9 . . . . , �9 

( b )  Trolley posir for NNP PID 

g b: & 

,<, 

! j , / i  ,', ,, , '  , , / , . / %  . ~ i ,  _ ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ , v , ~  i : i I ! .' ~ ~ ~ V 

(c) Angle lbr PID /d) Angle fbr NNP PID 

Fig. 20 Experimental results with response characmristics of PID and NNP PID 

for disturbance (a wind force) 
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shown in Fig. 20. In this figure, the weight of 

contamer increases about 15 [kg~ and the dis- 

turbance ~s also added by an mmal state of 

disturbance Moreover the main characteristics of 

each 1tern for PID and NNP PID controllers with 

a wind force are compared with Table 7, respec- 

tively Compared w~th each term, we know that 

swing angle of NNP PID controller decreases 

more 0 1862 [degree~ than PID controller and 

the amphtude of swing angle also decreases more 

0.049 [degreeJ than PID controller. 

7. Conclusions 

In this paper, we develop anti-sway control In 

proposed techniques for an ATC system First, 

the developed algorithm ts to build the optim- 

al path of container motion and to calculate an 

anti colhslon path for colhslon avordance m its 

movement to the finial coordinate 

In order to show the effectiveness in this re- 

search, we compared NNP PID controller to be 

tuning parameters of controller using NN with 

2 DOF PID controller The simulation and ex- 

permaental results show that the proposed control 

scheme guarantees good performances, trolley 

position, sway angle, and settling t~me m NNP 

PID controller than other controller By using 

the proposed controller, there were Improvements 

of 4 7% and 13 6~ for setthng time and trolley 

posmon error than the conventional PID con- 

troller respectively Moreover, the sway angle 

could be reduced to 5 5% by NNP PID control- 

ler We researched about develop of the ATCS 

in the techniques for unmanned automation of 

the ATC Besides, we designed the NNP P1D 

controller u~m~ the NN l~'~dmtoe, and compared 

with the conventional controller As result, the 

apphcatlon of NNP PID controller is analyzed 

to have robustness about disturbance which is 

wind of fixed pattern in the yard Accordingly, 

the proposed algorithm proposed in this study 

can be readily used for industrial apphcations 
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